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Abstract— In this article, an application-specific integrated1

circuit (ASIC) for 3-D, high-frame-rate ultrasound imaging2

probes is presented. The design is the first to combine element-3

level, high-voltage (HV) transmitters and analog front-ends,4

subarray beamforming, and in-probe digitization in a scalable5

fashion for catheter-based probes. The integration challenge is6

met by a hybrid analog-to-digital converter (ADC), combining7

an efficient charge-sharing successive approximation register8

(SAR) first stage and a compact single-slope (SS) second stage.9

Application in large ultrasound imaging arrays is facilitated by10

directly interfacing the ADC with a charge-domain subarray11

beamformer, locally calibrating interstage gain errors and gen-12

erating the SAR reference using a power-efficient local reference13

generator. Additional hardware-sharing between neighboring14

channels ultimately leads to the lowest reported area and power15

consumption across miniature ultrasound probe ADCs. A pitch-16

matched design is further enabled by an efficient split between17

the core circuitry and a periphery block, the latter including a18

datalink performing clock data recovery (CDR) and time-division19

multiplexing (TDM), which leads to a 12-fold total channel count20

reduction. A prototype of 8×9 elements was fabricated in a21

TSMC 0.18-µm HV BCD technology and a 2-D PZT transducer22

matrix with a pitch of 160 µm, and a center frequency of 6 MHz23

was manufactured on the chip. The imaging device operates24

at up to 1000 volumes/s, generates 65-V transmit pulses, and25
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has a receive power consumption of only 1.23 mW/element. The 26

functionality has been demonstrated electrically as well as in 27

acoustic and imaging experiments.
28

Index Terms— 3-D ultrasound, high-frame-rate, high-voltage 29

(HV) transmitter, hybrid analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 30

intracardiac echocardiography (ICE), subarray beamforming, 31

successive approximation register (SAR)/single-slope (SS) ADC, 32

ultrasound application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC).
33

I. INTRODUCTION 34

SEVERAL cardiovascular conditions can be addressed 35

using minimally invasive interventions, including the treat- 36

ment of cardiac arrhythmia through electrophysiology and 37

catheter ablation, trans-catheter valve replacement, closure 38

of atrial septal defects, and occlusion of the left atrial 39

appendage [1], [2]. Real-time guidance of these interventions 40

is traditionally achieved through fluoroscopy. However, this is 41

associated with a low resolution of soft tissue and exposure of 42

the patient and the physician to harmful ionizing radiation [3]. 43

Ultrasound imaging can alleviate these disadvantages. But 44

simply obtaining images of the heart from outside the body 45

with a hand-held probe, in a so-called transthoracic echocar- 46

diogram (TTE), suffers from a limited acoustic window 47

through the chest and requires a dedicated operator [4]. It is 48

possible to obtain unobstructed, high-resolution ultrasound 49

images from within the body by imaging from the esophagus 50

in a transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) procedure or 51

from within the heart in an intracardiac echocardiography 52

(ICE) procedure [5]. The latter can often work on the same 53

local anesthesia as the actual intervention as opposed to the, 54

more risky, general anesthesia required for working from 55

the esophagus. This has made ICE one of the most com- 56

monly applied ultrasound tools for minimally invasive cardiac 57

interventions [4]. 58

Until recently, a drawback of ICE probes was their limita- 59

tion to 2-D images. This was mostly due to the integration 60

and wiring challenge posed by the larger transducer matrix 61

that is generally required for 3-D imaging [6]. The probes are 62

limited to a diameter of around 3 mm to enable accessing the 63

heart through the vascular system, as shown in an example 64

with entry from the inferior vena cava in Fig. 1(a). Within 65

this space, the transducer array has to be accommodated at 66
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Fig. 1. (a) Example of an ICE procedure with catheter entry from the inferior vena cava and imaging of the left ventricle from the right atrium. (b) Transducer
matrix array integration overview. (c) Schematic of a 1×3-element subarray including transmit (TX) and receive circuitry.

the tip and all external connections in the shaft. To enhance67

the visualization for the physician, 3-D images were initially68

created from either manual [7] or motorized [8] rotation of 1-D69

transducer arrays, sacrificing real-time imaging capability or70

resulting in very low frame rates. In [9], a helical 1-D array71

was applied instead, enabling 3-D imaging at higher frame72

rates at the cost of a limited elevation opening angle of just73

22◦. The class of forward-looking, ring-shaped probes [10],74

[11] showed a similar issue in being able to provide 3-D75

images but only for a small volume ahead of the device and76

therefore not being applicable for the full range of procedures.77

A way to achieve a sufficient field of view and imaging rate78

is provided with the advanced integration of 2-D transducer79

arrays in the catheter tip. However, the problem is that for80

individual connection from each transducer element to an81

imaging system outside the body, the interconnect becomes82

limiting to the array size, resulting in insufficient image83

quality [12], [13], [14].84

Subarray beamforming has recently been investigated as an85

approach to interface large arrays, such as the approximately86

1000 elements of a typical 3-D ICE device [6], [15]. The87

method shifts part of the receive beamforming, usually applied88

in the imaging system, into the catheter in the form of delay-89

and-sum operations on the received signals of a subarray [16].90

This effectively reduces the number of connections needed91

inside the catheter shaft as only the combined signal is92

transmitted. However, it does not provide the raw data of the93

full array and introduces focusing errors [17]. These result in94

increased grating and sidelobe levels as well as broadening95

of the main beam, all negatively impacting image quality.96

Narrower transmit beams can be used to mitigate these effects97

but require more acquisitions per volume, ultimately leading to98

a trade-off between subarray size, with related channel count99

reduction, and achievable frame rate [18].100

A reduction in frame rate leads to worse motion tracking101

and can prevent the use of upcoming imaging modes like high-102

frame-rate blood flow or electromechanical wave imaging [19],103

which offer more diagnostic potential to physicians but require104

about 1000 volumes/s. A method to manage the impact on105

frame rate while still offering cable count reduction is pro-106

vided by multiplexing multiple channels onto one cable in107

analog or digital form. Analog multiplexing has been demon- 108

strated in the time [20], [21] and frequency [22] domains 109

but is constrained by the limited bandwidth across the com- 110

monly applied micro-coaxial cables and suffers from channel- 111

to-channel crosstalk [23]. Digital time-domain multiplexing 112

(TDM), on the other hand, has been shown to benefit from 113

better tolerance to crosstalk, interference, and noise [15]. The 114

availability of digital receive signals in the catheter moreover 115

opens the possibility for future cointegration with emerging 116

image processing such as data reduction with machine-learned 117

compression [24], [25] or adaptive beamforming [26]. A major 118

benefit of multiplexing lies in the compatibility with subarray 119

beamforming, as has been shown in digital beamforming of 120

element-level signals [27], [28], [29] and analog beamforming 121

with subsequent digitization and TDM [15], [30], [31]. While 122

the former requires an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) per 123

element, the subarray area available for the latter makes the 124

scheme more feasible for large arrays. 125

Both ways, current digital ICE probe designs still suffer 126

from large ADCs. This expresses itself in the reported designs 127

not being able to match the element-level circuitry to the trans- 128

ducer pitch [28], [31], a requirement for a scalable system, 129

or the associated silicon area requirement making cointegra- 130

tion with adequate transmit circuitry impossible [15], [32], 131

[33]. These transmitters need to excite the transducer elements 132

with high-voltage (HV) pulses to obtain sufficient signal-to- 133

noise ratio (SNR) for around 10-cm imaging depth, requiring 134

the use of HV transistors with large isolation rings [6]. 135

In this article, a scalable application-specific integrated cir- 136

cuit (ASIC) with a cointegrated 160-µm×160-µm transducer 137

array is presented [34]. While [15] has already shown a large 138

channel count reduction through the combination of subarray 139

beamforming and digital TDM with a beamforming ADC, 140

the presented converter was too big to be able to include 141

transmitters. Moreover, its associated subarray size of 3×3 ele- 142

ments precludes frame rates on the order of 1000 volumes/s. 143

To address these issues, this article presents a novel hybrid 144

beamforming ADC, consisting of an efficient charge-sharing 145

successive approximation register (SAR) first stage and a 146

compact single-slope (SS) second stage. The ADC architecture 147

achieves the smallest reported power consumption and area 148
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among miniature ultrasound probe ADCs, enabling a subarray149

size of only 1×3 elements and thereby pushing the maximum150

frame rate to the targeted 1000 volumes/s. Moreover, it allows151

for the integration of per-element 65-V transmitters [35]152

and front-ends, analog subarray beamformers, and digitization153

in a pitch-matched fashion. The system has a 12-fold data154

channel count reduction, resulting in 96 data channels for155

the envisioned full system [17]. In a trade-off between the156

available circuit area and the achievable image quality, the157

transducer pitch was chosen just above the half-wavelength158

margin. The resulting grating lobe artifacts stay below an159

acceptable level [17] and can be further reduced through160

coherent compounding of subvolume acquisitions [36] and161

potentially further mitigated through recently shown machine-162

learning-based image processing techniques [37], [38].163

This article is organized as follows. Section II presents the164

system architecture, with the circuit implementation of the165

ADC being further detailed in Section III. Section IV covers166

the fabricated prototype and discusses electrical, acoustic, and167

imaging experiments. This article ends with a comparison to168

the prior art and a conclusion.169

II. SYSTEM DESIGN170

A. Overview171

An overview of the conceptual system, showing common172

techniques in ultrasound imaging applied in this design,173

is given in Fig. 1(c). Each transducer element is used for the174

transmission (TX) of pressure waves and the subsequent recep-175

tion (RX) of echoes, generated by reflectors in the imaged176

medium, in a pulse-echo (PE) cycle. The shared element usage177

between TX and RX maximizes the achievable aperture in178

size-constrained probes, as displayed in Fig. 1(b).179

During the TX phase, HV pulsers are driving the transducer180

elements based on the inputs from a TX controller. The181

controller applies delays to achieve TX beam steering, forming182

diverging waves to scan the whole volume with a small number183

of transmissions. To protect the low-voltage (LV) RX circuits184

from HV operation of the transmitter, a transmit/receive (T/R)185

switch is placed between the two sections of the design.186

Once the transmission is completed, the switch closes and a187

readout circuit can access the transducer. A common issue in188

ultrasound imaging systems is the large dynamic range (DR)189

accumulated by propagation in an exponentially attenuating190

medium. The attenuation A, in dB, is proportional to the191

distance z, the attenuation coefficient α, and, for heart tissue,192

approximately the frequency f [39]193

A = 2 · z · f · α. (1)194

The imaging frequency has to be determined based on195

a trade-off between the axial resolution and the imaging196

depth and is in this design set to 6 MHz with a depth of197

10 cm [17]. Combined with an attenuation coefficient of about198

0.5 dB/MHz/cm for heart tissue [39], the attenuation could199

reach 60 dB. Considering an instantaneous DR of 40 dB, the200

total DR can therefore reach 100 dB. As not all that range201

is of interest throughout an RX period and the attenuation202

is time-dependent, the DR to be handled by the RX circuits203

can, however, be reduced by a procedure called time gain 204

compensation (TGC). This is achieved by giving the analog 205

front-end a variable gain that can be adjusted during one PE 206

cycle, giving equally strong reflectors at different distances 207

from the transmitter a similar output and easing the design 208

requirements for the following circuitry [40]. 209

The received signals from each channel in the device are 210

combined in a beamforming operation to reconstruct the infor- 211

mation of each voxel in the imaged volume. An SNR gain of 212√
N for N elements in the beamformer is possible if the system 213

SNR is limited by uncorrelated noise and can aid in the design 214

for a large DR. To reduce the number of connections from the 215

probe to a beamforming system, part of the reconstruction 216

can already be performed in the probe per subarray. This 217

subarray beamforming, also referred to as micro-beamforming 218

(µBF), applies delay-and-sum operations to individual signals 219

of a subarray, effectively steering the RX beam to target the 220

previously insonified area [16]. The combined signals can then 221

be digitized for further local processing and sent to an imaging 222

system. 223

An overview of the cointegration of the ASIC and a bulk 224

piezoelectric PZT transducer matrix array is given in Fig. 1(b). 225

The 160-µm pitch stack is an optimized version of what has 226

been presented in [41] and gets manufactured directly on the 227

surface of ASIC. It connects to exposed top metal pads on 228

one side and a shared aluminum ground foil on the other side, 229

as shown in Fig. 2(a). The 8×9-element assembly serves as 230

a prototype with an architecture and layout design suitable 231

for scaling to a full array of 64×18 elements [17]. While the 232

prototype has a reduced aperture, it is already tailored toward 233

the intended imaging scheme of acquiring a 70◦×70◦×10 cm 234

volume in front of the transducer matrix at a frame rate of 235

1000 volumes/s. Given an imaging depth z of 10 cm and the 236

speed of sound c of 1540 m/s in tissue, a maximum pulse 237

repetition frequency (PRF) = c/(2z) of 7.7 kHz can be reached. 238

This provides seven PE cycles for the formation of each 239

volumetric image at a rate of 1000 volumes/s. To optimize 240

their usage toward the best image quality, the beam profile 241

and subarray receive beamformer size are determined in a 242

trade-off with the required channel count reduction and nec- 243

essary circuit area. This work applies seven transmit beams of 244

70◦ divergence in the azimuth direction and 10.7◦ divergence 245

in the elevation direction in a sweep of the elevation steering 246

angle to cover the full 70◦×70◦×10 cm volume. In receive, 247

subarrays of three elements along the elevation direction are 248

applied which presteer the received signal in the same direction 249

as the transmit beams [17]. 250

B. Architecture 251

The implemented system architecture of the prototype is 252

shown in Fig. 2(b). Each transducer element’s bottom plate is 253

connected to an individual pulser and a variable-gain analog 254

front-end (AFE), implementing TGC. The TX part is realized 255

as a unipolar, 65-V design with a pull-up and a pull-down 256

path provided by DMOS transistors. To facilitate test modes 257

and reduce the complexity, the TX control signals are provided 258

externally per row, with an area reserved for an integrated TX 259

controller in a future version. A single LV transistor, protected 260
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Fig. 2. (a) Conceptual sketch of the transducer stack. (b) System architecture including element-level pulsers and analog front-ends, subarray beamformers,
and a shared hybrid ADC structure per subgroup. On the periphery, each channel is connected to an FPGA via a datalink and an LVDS driver.

against voltage breakdown by the HV NMOS of the pulser,261

enables T/R switching to the input of a low-noise amplifier262

(LNA) [42] in the receive phase [35]. LNA is configurable263

to a voltage gain between −12 and 24 dB at a step size264

of 18 dB and, together with the second-stage programmable265

gain amplifier (PGA) that provides 6–24 dB at a step size of266

6 dB, achieves a total variable gain between −6 and 48 dB267

at a step size of 6 dB [15]. In each PE cycle, the gain is268

gradually switched from the lowest to the highest gain setting269

to first grant sufficient linearity for the initially received strong270

echoes and later enough gain to detect strongly attenuated271

echoes out of the noise floor. The PGA is a voltage amplifier272

with a compact T-type capacitive feedback network [43],273

configured for quick settling after switching the gain during274

active operation. To provide rejection of common interference275

in the following signal chain, it converts the single-ended276

signal into a differential output.277

The outputs of three element-level circuits are merged278

in a 1×3-element subarray beamformer, of which two are279

combined in a 2×3-element subgroup. Each subgroup shares280

a hybrid SAR/SS ADC structure that separately digitizes the281

two channels at 24 MS/s with a resolution of 10 bits each. The282

outputs of two subgroups are received by a periphery-level283

block, providing a datalink to process the received data and284

applying TDM onto an LV differential signal (LVDS) driver285

to transfer the data to an OFF-chip field-programmable gate286

array (FPGA). Each periphery block serves a 4×3 matrix of287

elements, and six of these are arranged to form the prototype288

of 8×9 elements. A total channel count reduction of 12 is289

implemented by the subarray beamformer size of 3 and TDM290

of the digital outputs of four subarrays onto one channel.291

C. Hybrid ADC292

To cover the discussed DR of up to 100 dB, a 10-bit293

resolution is chosen to complement the 54-dB TGC and
√

N294

beamforming gain. The sampling frequency should be at least295

four times higher than the frequency of the transducer to main-296

tain an acceptable sidelobe level [44], leading to a 24-MHz297

sampling rate for the 6-MHz device. For similar specifications,298

SAR ADCs have been shown to be an effective solution299

due to their high efficiency and Nyquist rate sampling [45].300

Similar to [15], SAR conversion is performed in the charge 301

domain to benefit from direct integration with a subarray 302

beamformer into a beamforming ADC. However, this design 303

uses a capacitive digital-to-analog converter (CDAC) with 304

metal–oxide–semiconductor capacitors (MOSCAPs). While 305

their voltage-dependent capacitance excludes them from use 306

in charge redistribution ADCs, in charge-sharing topologies 307

MOSCAPs reduce area through high integration density and 308

improve comparator offset as well as noise tolerance [46]. 309

One drawback of SAR ADCs in general is the exponential 310

increase in CDAC size per added bit of resolution in the 311

binary search algorithm. This can be alleviated by means of 312

combination with a slope ADC that digitizes the residual of 313

an SAR first stage in a hybrid converter [33], [47]. A slope 314

ADC can be compact but suffers in efficiency when converting 315

with a high resolution and sampling rate. In the following, the 316

architecture of a hybrid SAR/SS beamforming ADC operating 317

in the charge domain is presented. An optimal split between 318

the two stages is found in a 6-bit SAR and a 5-bit SS 319

conversion with one bit of redundancy between them. This 320

considers the required size reduction in SAR stage and added 321

complexity to the slope stage of the design. To benefit from the 322

reduction in CDAC size, the gained area must outweigh that 323

of the added SS blocks. As the unit capacitor of CDAC is still 324

sized for 10-bit linearity, this is mainly achieved by enabling 325

a CDAC size that is actually linearity-limited, good MOSCAP 326

matching, and the overhead reduction due to a reduced number 327

of unit capacitors. 328

The ADC is interfacing with the subarray beamformer 329

as shown in Fig. 3, avoiding the need for an additional 330

high-bandwidth buffer compared with converters with conven- 331

tional sampling [33], [47]. The delaying of the received signals 332

is implemented by means of capacitive sample-and-hold (S/H) 333

cells, similar to [48]. The summation of the delayed signals 334

can then be achieved passively by switching the right cells 335

together at the input of the ADC, as in [15]. In contrast to [15], 336

the control logic of the subarray beamformer, as shown in 337

Fig. 4(a), can also provide delay quantization independent of 338

the sampling frequency. This is enabled by separate read and 339

write pointers, SRDx and SWRx. The former is advancing based 340

on completed ADC conversion cycles, ADCRDYC, while the 341
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the proposed hybrid ADC formed between am SAR first stage and an SS second stage with a conceptual timing diagram showing
essential nodes and how two subarray outputs are digitized by the shared structure.

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic overview of the subarray beamformer. (b) Conceptual
S/H-cell timing diagram with maximum positive and negative angles.

latter advances based on an adjustable input trigger, in this342

case a locally generated 24-MHz signal and its 180◦-phase-343

shifted version, TRG and TRG. While each ADC requires its344

own read pointer, the write pointers can be shared between345

multiple channels. The pointers are realized as ring counters,346

and different steering angles, determined by ANG, can be347

realized by delaying the reset signal between the pointers.348

An area-efficient implementation of this delay is achieved349

by reusing the pointer of one AFE, AFE0, as the reference350

counter for the delay. Based on ANG, this can be used to351

implement the delay with a simple multiplexer and a compact352

set–reset (SR) latch. The resulting S/H-cell switching patterns353

are shown for a maximum positive and negative steering angle354

in Fig. 4(b). A delay resolution of 20.8 ns is achieved with a355

range up to 125.0 ns, offering steering capability of the axis356

of the beam in a ±30◦ window.357

Following the subarray beamformer, the combined charge358

can be quantized through the positive or negative connection359

of binary-scaled units of a precharged CDAC and detection of360

the polarity with a discrete-time comparator (DTC). After this361

SAR conversion, the possible residual charge range between 362

nodes V Px and V Nx has been reduced to least significant 363

bits (LSBs) and can thereafter be digitized by applying a 364

differential slope with compact current sources on the same 365

nodes. To have the redundant range between the two stages 366

work for positive and negative decision errors in SAR con- 367

version, part of CDAC is switched after the first phase to 368

implement a level shift, placing the SAR residual in the middle 369

of the SS conversion range. As long as the residual is not 370

contaminated and they are within the redundant range, all the 371

SAR decision errors, such as DTC noise, CDAC settling errors, 372

and mismatch between the SAR and SS comparator offset, can 373

be covered. 374

High area efficiency is achieved by hardware-sharing 375

between two neighboring subarrays, forming one shared ADC 376

structure. The two phases of the conversion are executed in two 377

periods of a 48-MHz clock, twice as high as the ADC sample 378

rate, and while the first subarray performs SAR conversion, 379

the second applies the slope and vice versa. In this fashion, 380

the SAR reference precharger and the slope generator can be 381

shared, and a drawback that is typically introduced in the 382

hybrid architecture can be mitigated: Usually, the combina- 383

tion of an SAR and an SS stage requires the introduction 384

of an asynchronous DTC for an efficient SAR part and a 385

continuous-time comparator (CTC) to avoid a high-frequency 386

comparator clock for SS [33], [47]. While this is still the 387

case, they can be shared between the two subarrays with 388

the addition of a small preamplifier that provides isolation 389

and serves as part of both comparisons. Another benefit of 390

hardware-sharing is that SAR CDAC can be switched out 391

and slowly precharged during slope conversion. Compared to 392

designs with conventional references [33], [47], this allows 393

for the use of a low-bandwidth reference with a constant 394

current drawn from the supply. Moreover, it does not require 395

an additional CDAC used for ping-pong operation as in [15]. 396
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Fig. 5. Datalink block diagram showing processing of the outputs of four
ADCs and the clocking scheme shared across ASIC.

To further facilitate application in large imager arrays, critical397

nodes in the circuit, including SAR reference, slope generator,398

and DTC offset, are calibrated against mismatch.399

As in ultrasound probes, the area underneath the transducer400

matrix is typically very limited to achieve a scalable, pitch-401

matched design but there is more space available at the402

periphery [32], [40], [48], and the received signals are brought403

out of the core as soon as they are quantized. This applies to404

return-to-zero (RZ), asynchronous SAR outputs, SARP and405

SARN, which are gated versions of the DTC outputs, DP and406

DN, and the SS outputs, SSP and SSN. The SAR and SS407

outputs of both the converted channels are each carried on408

one connection to the periphery and correctly merged there to409

minimize the interconnect space.410

D. Datalink411

An overview of the datalink is shown following Fig. 5.412

The SAR and SS outputs of two shared ADC structures,413

serving 12 elements in total, are captured on the periphery414

by separate receivers. The SAR receiver recovers the SAR415

output data, as well as a clock that can be used to sample the416

data in the following stage, directly from the asynchronous417

RZ SAR output [15]. The SS receiver, on the other hand,418

converts the differential time-domain output of the SS into419

a short pulse. This pulse is used to latch the output of a420

delay locked loop (DLL) that divides the 48-MHz clock period421

into 32 segments, corresponding to a 5-bit word. As the SS422

comparison in the core is based on the same time reference,423

this word is an accurate representation of the second-stage424

ADC output. The resulting 32-bit word is then converted from425

a thermal into a binary code to simplify further processing426

and can be sampled with the same pulse as the latch array.427

The asynchronous SAR and SS data can subsequently be428

synchronized to the periphery clock by dual-clock first-in,429

first-out (FIFO) memories. To reduce the final data bandwidth430

to the imaging system, the recombination block merges the 431

6-bit SAR and 5-bit SS codes into the actual 10-bit output 432

code of the ADC. This is done by summing both the parts and 433

removing the redundancy introduced between the two stages 434

in the following manner [47]: 435

The subtraction of the redundancy is implemented with 436

the two’s complement. The outputs of two recombiners are 437

subsequently merged through TDM, realized by arranging 438

two 10-bit words at 48 MHz to 8-bit words at 120 MHz. 439

The following structures are based on [15] and first apply 440

8b10b-encoding to enable a standard transmission proto- 441

col [49]. The 10-bit output words are then serialized to a 442

1.2-Gbps output stream to the conventional LVDS drivers 443

with timing provided by a DLL. Both the DLLs are based 444

on [56], shared among the whole ASIC and operate on 445

a single 240-MHz system clock provided from an FPGA. 446

A 120-MHz clock is generated locally at the periphery for the 447

encoder and TDM, while a 48-MHz clock provides the timing 448

for all core circuitry and data reconstruction on the periphery. 449

While a balanced clock distribution in the core is required as 450

a time reference for the generation of the intended RX and 451

TX beams, the 48-MHz clock phase of the core does not need 452

to be precisely matched to that of the periphery as only the 453

clock period is relevant for clock data recovery (CDR). 454

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION 455

A. Timing 456

As the key enabling block of the system, the implementation 457

of the shared hybrid ADC structure is further detailed in this 458

section. The timing can be followed in Fig. 6(c). A nonover- 459

lapping (NOV) clock generator, as shown in Fig. 6(a), creates 460

a division of the 48-MHz system clock, CKSYS. The resulting 461

synchronous NOV signals are used especially in the operation 462

of SAR reference and SS circuitry and prevent interference 463

from sharing blocks. The SAR reference, as shown in Fig. 7(a), 464

is configured as a voltage-controlled current source with a cali- 465

brated input V CAL-SAR and source degeneration RS to increase 466

its linearity and lower its transconductance. The current in 467

the precharger is always running and steered between the two 468

DACs of the converter in fixed time intervals, with a short 469

reset period applied at the beginning of each charging. The 470

slope generator in Fig. 7(b) is also implemented as a steered 471

voltage-controlled current source between the two parts of the 472

shared ADC structure and calibrated by V CAL-SS. A very short 473

NOV period SSx is generated locally to prevent connection of 474

the preamplifier input nodes of the two involved ADCs, V Px 475

and V Nx, while still having the slope period closely matched 476

to that of CKSYS. If SSRDYx indicates an SS conversion 477

has finished, the input of the corresponding preamplifier is 478

connected together to a mid-rail node V CM, setting up the 479

next conversion. 480

While the reference circuits require determined timing, 481

particularly the comparators benefit from more flexible control 482
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Fig. 6. (a) Synchronous timing generator of the shared converter. (b) Loop
determining asynchronous ADC timing. (c) Conceptual timing diagram.

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic of the CDAC reset and precharger. (b) Slope generator
schematic with reset and switching blocks.

to make most efficient use of the CKSYS period. Feedback483

loop (1) in Fig. 6(b) offers this by applying control signals484

not based on a clock but based on finished ADC conversion485

parts. Two area-efficient SR latches determine a completed486

conversion from CTC outputs CP/N and RDY[0] signal of487

the last bit in the SAR logic. If both the parts are ready,488

an internal flip-flop (FF) is in regular operation directly489

toggled with ADCRDY, indicating that the state of the converter490

structure shifts and CTC and DTC can be switched, enabling491

a longer settling period for the preamplifier before the next492

part of conversion starts. The reset of SR latches for the next493

conversion part is determined by the combination of ADCRDY494

and ACTS signal, the second being a latched version of the495

active signal indicating the passing of an NOV period. The496

signal needs to be latched as SS conversion can extend over497

the period in which the slope generator is applied because498

of the delay of CTC. To still enable successful conversion,499

the comparators can be connected longer and, while the slope500

Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of the preamplifier with switches to second stages.
(b) Schematic of the continuous-time comparator. (c) Schematic of the DTC.

generator is already shifting to the other converter part, still 501

retrieve the output. To prevent loss of synchronization with 502

the periphery in the case of a fault in SAR residual, a stop 503

signal STP is also issued by ACTS. This signal can force a stop 504

of slope conversion by setting the SR latch and has a delay 505

designed to be just above the delay of CTC. The following 506

SAR conversion typically does not suffer from an overranging 507

slope conversion as it is timed asynchronously with sufficient 508

margin. The following SS conversion can also still complete 509

successfully as the overranging period would usually fall into 510

the conversion range covering the redundant range. 511

B. Comparator 512

Each ADC has its own preamplifier to shield the signal to be 513

quantized from the interference of the switching and operation 514

of the following stages as displayed in Fig. 8(a). An efficient 515

current reuse topology is used and complemented with cascod- 516

ing transistors to increase the output impedance. Part of the tail 517

current source is split off to enable common-mode regulation 518

of the differential amplifier with a small auxiliary amplifier 519

sensing the output nodes. The structure can be configured to 520

be part of SAR and SS comparison by adjusting the impedance 521

at the output nodes, OPx and ONx. During slope conversion, 522

a high impedance is set to provide a first gain stage for CTC, 523

while during SAR conversion a low impedance is implemented 524

to enhance the amplifier bandwidth and SAR timing. 525

A second gain stage is used in the SS phase to amplify 526

small slope residuals to logic levels within the conversion 527

time. The differential amplifier has a passive common-mode 528

feedback architecture and tail cascodes to increase the output 529

impedance as shown in Fig. 8(b). The DTC in Fig. 8(c) 530

is based on [50] and, despite the preamplifier, still uses an 531

additional dynamic preamplifier as the benefit from shielding 532

the continuous preamplifier outputs from kick-back during 533

slope conversion outweighs the added cost. It can, moreover, 534

be used to calibrate the offset of the DTC similar to [51], 535

first-order matching the SAR and SS stage offsets given that 536

the large preamplifier gain during SS conversion significantly 537

reduces the impact of the second stage continuous amplifier 538

offset. 539
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Fig. 9. Asynchronous ADC logic core determining CDAC switching, SAR output code, and DTC calibration.

Fig. 10. (a) Overview of SAR DAC with unit cell details. (b) Exemplary
conversion diagram showing the residual on sampling capacitors.

C. Logic and CDAC540

Fig. 9 shows the logic controlling SAR switching.541

An overview of CDAC is given in Fig. 10(a), and example542

conversions of one positive and one negative input are illus-543

trated in Fig. 10(b). DAC has a binary scaled section, C5..1,544

for the 6-bit SAR conversion and is controlled with TOPx and545

BOTx to switch the unit to either raise or lower the difference546

between V Px and V Nx. The structure is laid out symmetri-547

cally as multiples of a unit cell to mitigate effects such as548

mismatch and charge injection. Charge redistribution to create549

binary charge levels without an exponentially growing CDAC,550

as in [52], is only applied to generate a level half of C1. This is551

used to shift the SAR residual to the middle of the redundant552

range for slope conversion because matching of that level has553

less impact on converter linearity. The process is realized by554

first including CCR during the precharging of CDAC with555

PxNOV and then, controlled by RDx, sharing its charge with556

the unit used for level-shifting, CLS, through the shared node557

CR. This is done between the first and third SAR comparison558

Fig. 11. (a) Asynchronous dynamic comparator clock and reset generator
schematics and (b) level shifter state diagram.

unless SAR or SS calibration is performed. Regardless of the 559

outcome of the last SAR bit, CLS is always switched in to 560

lower the residual with BOTxLS. The last SAR bit decision 561

does, however, influence the switching of the two remaining 562

DAC units, the regularly precharged CPLS and the empty unit 563

CNLS, as shown in Fig. 11(b). In regular operation, CPLS is 564

switched in for a positive SAR residual, effectively mapping it 565

onto the negative range as it is similar to C1 in charge. CNLS, 566

on the other hand, is switched in with the same polarity but 567

only for negative SAR residuals with the purpose of closer 568

matching of the voltage attenuation posed by CDAC for both 569

the cases. The process is illustrated in Fig. 10(b) and enables 570

the slope to always run in the same direction, reducing the SS 571

complexity. 572

The SAR logic is based on latches due to their area 573

efficiency and works together with the asynchronous DTC 574

timer in Fig. 11(a). To ensure locking of the result of a DTC 575

decision and settling of CDAC before the next comparison, 576

an additional delay is introduced in the SAR clock generator. 577

To also avoid sampling more than one bit per comparator 578

decision, delay cells could be added between the stages of 579

SAR logic. But in this design, it is instead chosen to lock the 580

stages with DCRDY to save power and area. To still function 581

well in the case of an overranging SS conversion, the whole 582

latch array is cleared with ACT and the SAR clock CKSAR 583

is halted by the set active signal ACTS. This makes sure that 584

there is no switching of CDAC before the correct sample is 585

applied and that new SAR conversion only begins after the 586

correct comparator is switched in. 587
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Fig. 12. Conceptual diagram of (a) calibration charge pumps, (b) related
SAR and SS controls, and (c) calibration switching overview.

D. Calibration588

The last stage of the SAR logic is used to calibrate the offset589

of DTC. After the last SAR comparison, the preamplifier is590

disconnected and the input of the DTC is shorted together591

with RSTDTC, such that the following comparison samples592

the polarity of the offset [15]. To optimize precision, the593

next comparison is not triggered regularly but delayed by594

halting the seventh CKSAR pulse of SAR cycle, effectively595

enhancing settling. This is achieved with a delayed SARRDY596

and FBCAL signal, as shown in Fig. 9. The sampled offset597

polarity is then used to switch the control inputs of a regulator598

for the V CAL-DTC node of the DTC, UPDTC and DNDTC. All the599

calibration circuits in this design work in a negative feedback600

loop and with charge pumps as conceptually displayed in601

Fig. 12(a). The comparator calibration can, except for during602

SAR or slope calibration, determined with CAL, always run in603

the background but is not required to complete each conversion604

cycle. To minimize the chance of losing synchronization with605

the periphery, and therefore one PE cycle, the calibration step606

is therefore not required for setting ADCRDY and is skipped607

without harming the operation if there is a seventh SAR608

decision that takes a long time to converge.609

The SAR and SS references are additionally calibrated610

to adjust for interstage gain errors, process mismatch, and611

temperature variation. The procedure first follows regular SAR612

operation with a negative full-scale reference input provided613

through PGA and then makes use of the CPLS DAC unit614

cell to assess the current status. As listed in Fig. 11(b) and615

illustrated in Fig. 12(c), it is used to either fully reduce616

the residual to zero for SAR calibration or, for slope cali-617

bration, to get a residual equal to the maximum SS input,618

including the redundant range. Using the same cell, just with619

different polarity, enables accurate slope calibration to the620

maximum SAR residual range irrespective of a preamplifier621

offset. However, as the offsets of the two preamps can be622

different, calibration is only obtained with one DAC. The623

other part of the shared ADC structure still performs DTC624

offset cancellation in parallel. While this one-sided calibration625

generally introduces an offset between the two converters due626

Fig. 13. (a) Micrograph of the chip including transducer matrix array with
magnifications of the core and subgroup areas. (b) Distribution of receive
power and area per subgroup of 3×2 elements.

to preamplifier offset differences, there are no implications 627

from DAC mismatch beyond regular linearity investigation 628

and no significant performance difference could be measured 629

between shared structures. 630

The modified residuals are ultimately used to first adjust the 631

SAR reference, V CAL-SAR, based on detecting whether there 632

was a zero-crossing in the seventh comparator decision. This 633

is realized by checking the three LSBs of SAR ADC, as shown 634

in Fig. 12(b). The additional delay for improved settling in the 635

seventh comparator cycle is still applied while the comparators 636

are not switched early to ensure the calibration completes. The 637

slope control voltage, V CAL-SS, on the other hand, is adjusted 638

based on letting the full residual run in a regular SS operation. 639

It is then detected if it was completed early with SSRDY1, 640

or needed to be stopped with STP. 641

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 642

The reported design has been fabricated in a 0.18-µm HV 643

BCD process with an active area of about 1.8 mm2 for 644

the 8×9-element core and about 0.8 mm2 for the periphery 645

circuitry. A chip with a prototype transducer array manu- 646

factured on its surface is shown in Fig. 13(a). It measures 647

5×5 mm2 to ease the prototype transducer manufacturing 648

and includes two rings of dummy transducers to reduce edge 649

effects of the small array. The array is designed to have a 650

center frequency of 6 MHz and a fractional bandwidth in 651

the order of 50%. A magnification shows the pitch-matched 652

floor plan of a 3×2-element subgroup consisting of element- 653

level pulsers, two 3×1-element subarray beamformers, and 654

two hardware-sharing ADCs. The transmit circuits operate 655

from a 65-V HV supply, a 5-V supply to drive the pulser 656

transistors, and a 1.8-V supply for logic-level control. All 657

receive circuitry is powered from a 1.8-V supply with the 658

addition of a 1.2-V supply for DLL delay cells and a 2.3-V 659

supply for SAR reference. An overview of the area and receive 660

power distribution per subgroup is given in Fig. 13(b). Due to 661

area-intense HV isolation, the pulser circuits (TX) occupy the 662
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Fig. 14. Receive transfer function measured across frequency for all the gain
settings of the analog front-end.

largest part of the subgroup area with 31%, while the hybrid663

ADCs cover only 13% of the space and consume about as664

much power as the analog front-end. As the TX operation665

has a very small duty cycle, the total power consumption666

is dominated by the receiver, with 0.65 mW/element in the667

core and 1.23 mW/element including the datalink and LVDS668

drivers.669

Electrical and acoustic experiments have been conducted.670

The chips are wire-bonded to separate daughter boards, and671

samples for electrical characterization have additional wire672

bonds to connect transducer pads to PCB while acoustic673

samples have a cointegrated transducer array. All the daughter674

boards are mounted on a common, custom mother board that is675

connected to a commercial FPGA [53]. The measurements are676

conducted by observing the ADC outputs as provided through677

the datalink, received by the FPGA and forwarded to a PC.678

Characterization of the TX part has previously been shown679

in [35] and is not covered in this section.680

A. Electrical Measurements681

The characterization of the receive transfer function shown682

in Fig. 14 is obtained by providing sinusoidal inputs of varying683

frequencies to the transducer pads from a waveform generator684

and referring the ADC output to the output of AFE. The685

circuit shows the expected mid-band gain range of 54 dB686

in ten steps from −6 to 48 dB with an 8.1-MHz cut-off687

frequency in the highest gain setting. The difference among688

the gain steps in low-frequency roll-off is caused by the689

feedback configuration and does not affect the imaging as the690

output is filtered around the center frequency of the transducer.691

Fig. 15(b) shows the time-domain recording of an ADC output692

code with an exponentially decaying 6-MHz sinusoidal signal693

provided at the input of the analog front-end. By switching694

through the ten gain settings of the analog front-end, the output695

amplitude can be kept within the observable range, verifying696

functional time-gain compensation within one receive period,697

with a small settling time after gain switching. Combined698

with the ability to operate at the intended PRF of 7.7 kHz,699

corresponding to a pulse repetition interval (PRI) of 130 µs,700

as demonstrated in Fig. 15(a), this verifies that the chip enables701

recording of the full imaging depth at the targeted frame rate.702

The peak ADC output power spectral density is shown in703

Fig. 16, measured with a 5.95-MHz sinusoidal signal from704

Fig. 15. (a) TX/RX control, TX voltage, and RX output code recorded with
the intended PRI, with zoom-in of the switching period. (b) Recording of
one RX output with an exponentially decaying sinusoidal signal at the analog
front-end input and active time gain compensation.

Fig. 16. Power spectral density plot showing the peak SNR of the entire
receive signal path with a 5.95-MHz sinusoidal input to the analog front-end.

a waveform generator. As the waveform is provided at the 705

analog front-end input, the whole receive path is characterized 706

to a peak SNR of 52.3 dB, with a folded −35-dB third 707

harmonic and −62-dB fifth harmonic from the PGA output 708

stage in an 80% bandwidth around the transducer center 709

frequency. 710

A test mode in which the ADC output of one channel can 711

be read without recombination of the SAR and slope output 712

data is used to follow the ADC calibration procedures. The 713

global starting potentials for SAR and slope reference can 714

be individually set in a reset state and are prior to this test 715

placed away from the final settling points. Fig. 17(a) shows 716

how the SAR and slope local calibration nodes converge to the 717

final values at the example of the bottom-right and bottom-left 718

output codes of the SAR and slope stage. The SAR algorithm 719

tries to fully reduce a full-scale input, leading to a settled value 720

at an output code of zero. The slope algorithm, on the other 721

hand, adjusts the slope current to detect the zero-crossing of 722

a full-scale slope stage input just at the end of the associated 723

time interval and therefore settles around the maximum slope 724

output code. An overview of the combined SAR and slope 725

calibration time until a settled state is reached from the same 726

starting point is shown per shared ADC structure in Fig. 17(b), 727

giving an indication of the channel-to-channel mismatch. 728
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Fig. 17. (a) Example of the SAR and SS calibration procedures of two
different ADCs. (b) Heatmap showing the relative difference in the total
calibration settling time from a common starting point across ASIC.

Fig. 18. Interference test showing the power spectral densities of both the
outputs of one shared ADC structure with concurrent 1-MHz and 2.25-MHz
inputs.

To investigate how the high integration density and729

hardware-sharing within each subgroup and at the periphery730

affect the crosstalk between channels, an electrical measure-731

ment, studying the outputs of the two cointegrated subgroup732

ADCs, is performed. Their inputs can be accessed separately733

and are concurrently driven by two outputs of a waveform734

generator, in this example at 1.00 and 2.25 MHz. The corre-735

sponding output spectra of the two ADCs are both plotted in736

Fig. 18 and show no significant tones at the fundamental or737

harmonic frequencies of the other channel. This implies that738

a circuit crosstalk better than −75 dBc is achieved and that739

other sources such as mechanical crosstalk in the transducer740

array should be dominant.741

Table I summarizes the performance of the hybrid ADC742

and gives a comparison to the state-of-the-art. In contrast743

to general-purpose converters, this design implements several744

application-oriented features such as direct integration with745

a subarray beamformer, allowing for a low-bandwidth ADC746

driver and including a low-bandwidth SAR reference. There-747

fore, Table I shows comparison of the design with prior ADC748

designs targeting miniature ultrasound probes. Set against the749

most comparable design [15], the ADC occupies more than750

4x less area and consumes more than 1.5x less power. Even751

in comparison to the more general designs [32], [33], the752

efficient architecture enables the lowest reported area and753

power consumption.754

TABLE I

PRIOR ART COMPARISON IN MINIATURE ULTRASOUND PROBE ADCS

Fig. 19. (a) Overview of the acoustic measurement setup. (b) Inset showing
watertank with external transducer. (c) Imaging experiment details.

Fig. 20. Input-referred spectral voltage noise density with and without
calibration of the static mismatch pattern of the subarray beamformer.

B. Acoustic Measurements 755

An overview of the acoustic measurement setup is given in 756

Fig. 19(a). All the acoustic measurements are obtained with 757

the daughter board and ASIC with the transducer array directly 758

interfacing with a watertank. Fig. 20 shows the input-referred 759

voltage noise spectral density in the highest gain setting 760

with the transducer elements loaded by water. Two tones 761

appear in the spectrum at f s/6 and its second harmonic, 762

f s, being the sampling frequency of the ADC. These are 763

generated by mismatch of the subarray beamforming cells 764

and can be removed by recording and subtracting the static 765

pattern as shown. The input-referred voltage noise density 766

is 12.7 nV/
√

Hz at 6 MHz, around 5 nV/
√

Hz higher than 767

what the electronics are designed for, with the difference being 768

attributed to the thermal noise of the transducer. 769

Fig. 21 displays a sweep of the transducer surface peak 770

pressure with measured ADC output for all gain settings, used 771
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TABLE II

COMPARISON WITH THE PRIOR ART IN CATHETER-BASED ULTRASOUND IMAGERS

Fig. 21. ADC output measured during sweep of the transducer surface
pressure in all gain settings, showing a 91-dB DR.

to characterize the DR of the receive path. The pressure waves772

are generated from an external commercial transducer [54]773

connected to a waveform generator that transmits sinusoidal774

waves at 5.5 MHz as shown in Fig. 19(b). The displayed sur-775

face pressure is calibrated with a commercial hydrophone [55]776

with known sensitivity in the place of ASIC before the777

measurement. A total DR of 91 dB is recorded between the778

0-dB SNR point of the highest and the 1-dB compression point779

of the lowest gain setting.780

An overview of the measurement setup used for imaging781

experiments is given in Fig. 19(c). A phantom of three needles782

with a total spacing of 7 mm is immersed in a watertank about783

13 mm from an acoustic window used to interface with a784

daughter board carrying a chip with cointegrated transducers.785

Cables with a length of 1 m connect the PCB assembly786

to an FPGA board that receives the high-bandwidth LVDS787

data via a motherboard and forward it to a measurement PC788

that performs the image reconstruction based on conventional789

Fig. 22. (a) Elevation plane image of the three-needle phantom recorded
at 1000 volumes/s with the prototype. (b) Rendered 3-D image of the same
recording.

delay-and-sum operations. In seven transmit/receive cycles, the 790

ASIC first excites 6-MHz pressure waves with 65-V pulses 791

and then records generated echoes from the phantom with 792

the seven subarray beamformer settings. Fig. 22 shows the 793

resulting image once in an elevation plane in a) and once as a 794

rendered 3-D image in b). While the aperture is too small 795

to provide the resolution of a full array, the needle heads 796

can clearly be distinguished in 3-D space, demonstrating the 797

functionality of the prototype. 798

A summary of the system characteristics and comparison 799

to the prior art in catheter-based ultrasound systems [6], [15], 800

[32], [33], [40] is provided in Table II. This work describes 801

the first design to integrate element-level HV transmitters 802

and analog front-ends, subarray beamforming, and in-probe 803

digitization in a scalable fashion for 3-D imaging. A dedicated 804

architecture enables the highest reported frame rate with a 805

channel count reduction sufficient to enable an array with less 806
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than 100 data channels in the catheter when scaled to full807

size.808

V. CONCLUSION809

A transceiver ASIC combining HV transmission with subar-810

ray beamforming and in-probe digitization for catheter-based811

3-D ultrasound probes has been presented. A pitch-matched812

design is facilitated by an area- and power-efficient hybrid813

beamforming ADC tailored to the application in large imaging814

arrays. The novel architecture enables a high frame rate of815

1000 volumes/s while also providing sufficient data channel816

reduction through subarray beamforming and time-division817

multiplexing. A prototype with a cointegrated transducer818

matrix has been manufactured and successfully applied in a819

3-D imaging experiment. Together with competitive power820

consumption and large DR, the system is a promising solution821

for future miniature ultrasound probes.822
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